Abstract. We generalize the results of [Comm. Math. Phys. 299 (2010), (hidden Grassmann structure IV) to the case of excited states of the transfer matrix of the sixvertex model acting in the so-called Matsubara direction. We establish an equivalence between a scaling limit of the partition function of the six-vertex model on a cylinder with quasi-local operators inserted and special boundary conditions, corresponding to particlehole excitations, on the one hand, and certain three-point correlation functions of conformal field theory (CFT) on the other hand. As in hidden Grassmann structure IV, the fermionic basis developed in previous papers and its conformal limit are used for a description of the quasi-local operators. In paper IV we claimed that in the conformal limit the fermionic creation operators generate a basis equivalent to the basis of the descendant states in the conformal field theory modulo integrals of motion suggested by A. Zamolodchikov (1987) . Here we argue that, in order to completely determine the transformation between the above fermionic basis and the basis of descendants in the CFT, we need to involve excitations. On the side of the lattice model we use the excited-state TBA approach. We consider in detail the case of the descendant at level 8.
Introduction
Much progress was made in the understanding of the connection between the one-dimensional XXZ spin chain and two-dimensional quantum field theories (QFT). Many different aspects of this connection were studied in the literature. In the present paper we will touch only some particular aspect related to the hidden fermionic structure of the XXZ model and the corresponding continuum model -conformal field theory (CFT), [1, 2, 3, 4] .
The continuum model can be studied through the scaling limit of the six-vertex model compactified on an infinite cylinder of radius R. The corresponding direction around the cylinder is sometimes called Matsubara direction. It is well known that the scaling limit of the homogeneous critical six-vertex model is related to CFT, while introducing inhomogeneities in a special way leads to the sine-Gordon model (sG) which has a mass gap, [5] . An important step forward was done by Bazhanov, Lukyanov and Zamolodchikov in papers [6, 7, 8] . They obtained an integrable structure of CFT by constructing a monodromy matrix with the quantum space related to the chiral bosonic field and the Heisenberg algebra. On the other hand this monodromy H. Boos matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation with the R-matrix of the six-vertex model. The corresponding transfer matrix fulfills Baxter's T Q-relation [9] and generates the integrals of motion. These integrals of motion are special combinations of the Virasoro generators. Originally they were introduced by Alexander Zamolodchikov in [10] . Zamolodchikov observed that the integrals of motion generate that part of the Virasoro algebra that survives under the integrable Φ 1,3 -perturbation of the CFT.
In order to state the full equivalence of the six-vertex model in the scaling limit and the CFT one needs to compare all possible correlation functions. This problem is far from being solved completely. We believe that it can be helpful to use a hidden fermionic structure of the spin-1 2 XXZ chain, [1, 2] . The key idea is to consider a fermionic basis generated by means of certain creation operators t * , b * , c * . These operators act on a space of quasi-local operators W (α) . Any operator in this space can be represented in the form q 2αS(0) O with some operator O which acts on a chain segment of arbitrary finite length. The operator q 2αS(0) was called "primary field" because it fulfills some properties similar to the properties of certain primary field in CFT. The fermionic basis is constructed inductively. Its completeness was shown in [11] . An important theorem proved by Jimbo, Miwa and Smirnov in the paper [3] allows one to reduce any correlation function expressed through the fermionic basis to determinants. An interesting feature of the above construction is that it is algebraic in the sense that the fermionic operators are constructed by means of the representation theory of the quantum group U q ( sl 2 ). They are independent of any physical data like the magnetic field, the temperature, the boundary conditions etc. For example, the temperature can be incorporated via the Suzuki-Trotter formalism [12] by taking inhomogeneity parameters in the Matsubara direction in a special way and then performing the so-called Trotter limit, when the number of sites in the Matsubara direction n → ∞. One can even keep the number n finite and consider the case of arbitrary inhomogeneity parameters in this direction. The fermionic basis will not be affected [3] . There are only two transcendental functions ρ and ω which "absorb" the whole physical information and appear in the determinants in analogy with the situation with free fermions. In [3] these functions were represented in terms of the differential of the second kind in the theory of deformed Abelian integrals for finite n. These functions can be also obtained within the TBA approach, [13] which makes it possible to take the Trotter limit n → ∞. In the recent papers [14, 15] the fermionic basis was used in order to study the one-point functions of the sine-Gordon model on a cylinder. In this case the transcendental functions must be modified.
Coming back to the similarity with the CFT, let us emphasize that the construction of the fermionic basis bears some similarity with the construction of the descendants in CFT via the action of the Virasoro generators on the primary fields. In the paper [4] we tried to make this similarity more explicit. Namely, we related the main building blocks of CFT -the three-point correlators to the scaling limit of a special partition functions of the six-vertex model constructed with the help of the fermionic operators. More concretely, we believe that the following conjecture is true. There exist scaling limits τ * , β * , γ * of the operators t * , b * , c * and scaling limits ρ sc and ω sc of the functions ρ and ω as well. The operator τ * generates Zamolodchikov's integrals of motion mentioned above, while the asymptotic expansion of the function ρ sc with respect to its spectral parameter generates their vacuum expectation values. Another conjecture was that the asymptotic expansion of ω sc with respect to the spectral parameters describes the expectation values of descendants for CFT with central charge c = 1 − 6ν 2 /(1 − ν) where ν is related to the deformation parameter q = e πiν . Equivalently, one takes the six-vertex model on a cylinder for some special boundary conditions and considers the scaling limit of the corresponding normalized partition function with inserted quasi-local operator q 2αS(0) O. On the other hand one computes a normalized three-point function in the CFT on an infinite cylinder with Virasoro descendants of some primary field φ α of conformal dimension ∆ α inserted at the origin and two primary fields φ ± inserted at +∞ and −∞ respectively. The conjecture states that for any quasi-local operator one can find a corresponding descendant in such a way that the above partition function and the CFT three-point function are equal. In order to state this equality we used the fermionic basis for the quasi-local operators mentioned above.
In [4] we established such a correspondence between the fermionic basis and the Virasoro generators only up to the level 6. It corresponds to bilinear combinations of the "Fouriermodes" β * j and γ * j with odd index j. For level 8 we have 5 Virasoro descendants l 4 −2 , l −4 l 2 −2 , l 2 −4 , l −6 l −2 , l −8 . As for the fermionic basis, we also find five linearly independent combinations of the creation operators β * j and γ * j . One of them is quartic: β * 1 β * 3 γ * 3 γ * 1 . Unfortunately, we could not uniquely fix the transformation matrix between the fermionic basis and the basis generated by the Virasoro descendants. We thought that it could be done if we would insert the simplest excitation corresponding to L −1 φ ± at ±∞ instead of the primary fields φ ± themselves. The difference between the "global" Virasoro generators L n and the "local" ones l n was explained in [4] . It is also discussed in the next section.
The original motivation of the present paper was to fill this gap. It turned out, however, that it was not enough to consider only the simplest excitation. The above uncertainty still remained in this case. One has to take at least the next excitation, namely, that one corresponding to the descendants of the second level L 2 −1 φ ± and L −2 φ ± in order to fix the unknown elements of the transformation matrix. All these elements are certain rational functions of the central charge c and the conformal dimension of the primary field ∆ α . 1 They do not depend on the conformal dimensions ∆ ± of the primary fields φ ± . They are also independent of the choice of the excitation at ±∞. This is rather strong condition. We are still unable to prove it for arbitrary excitation. We think that it is interesting to consider excitations also independently of the above concrete problem. Therefore we consider them in a more general setting and come to the solution of the level 8 problem in the very end.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we remind the reader about the main results of the paper [4] . Section 3 is devoted to the TBA approach for the excited states. We derive the equation for the auxiliary function Θ and define the function ω sc in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss the relation to certain CFT three-point functions. We discuss the solution of the above level 8 problem in Section 6. In Appendix A we show several leading terms of the asymptotic expansion of the function Ψ defined in Section 3 and discuss its relation to the integrals of motion. In Appendices B and C several leading terms for the asymptotic expansions of the functionsF , x ± , Θ are explicitly shown.
2 Reminder of basic results of [4] As was mentioned in the Introduction, in the paper [4] some specific connection between the conformal field theory (CFT) with the central charge c = 1 − 6ν 2 /(1 − ν) and the XXZ model with the deformation parameter q = e πiν was established 2 . More precisely, the following relation was found to be valid with the left hand side containing the CFT data and the right hand side containing the lattice model data
The left hand side means a normalized three-point function of the CFT defined on a cylinder of radius R parameterized by a complex variable z = x+iy with spacial coordinate x: −∞ < x < ∞ 1 Look at the formulae (12.4) of [4] or (2.18) and (6.9)-(6.11).
2 Usually we take ν in the region 1 2 < ν < 1 called in [7] a "semi-classical domain". The region 0 < ν ≤ demands more accurate treatment.
and coordinate in the Matsubara direction y: −πR < y < πR. The equivalence of the points x ± πiR is implied. At the origin z = 0 some descendant field is inserted which is given by some polynomial P α ({l −k }) of Virasoro generators l −k , k > 0 acting on the primary field φ α (z) with conformal dimension
We called these Virasoro generators "local" in a sense that they are defined in vicinity of z = 0 with the corresponding energy-momentum tensor
The bra-and ket-states |∆ + and ∆ − | are to be defined through two primary fields φ ± with conformal dimensions ∆ ± being inserted at x → ±∞ in such a way that L n |∆ + = δ n,0 ∆ + |∆ + , n ≥ 0 when x = ∞ and ∆ − |L n = δ n,0 ∆ − ∆ − |, n ≤ 0 at x = −∞. We called the Virasoro generators L n "global". They correspond to the expansion obtained via the conformal transformation
In [10] Alexander Zamolodchikov introduced the local integrals of motion which act on local operators as
where the densities h 2n (z) are certain descendants of the identity operator I. An important property is that
where I ± 2n−1 denote the vacuum eigenvalues of the local integrals of motion on the Verma module with conformal dimension ∆ ± . The Verma module is spanned by the elements
In case when ∆ + = ∆ − the space is spanned by the even Virasoro generators {l −2n } n≥1 .
In order to describe the right hand side of (2.1) we need the fermionic basis constructed in [1, 2] via certain creation operators. These creation operators called t * , b * , c * together with the annihilation operators called b, c act in the space 3
where W α−s,s is the subspace of quasi-local operators of the spin s with the shifted α-parameter. They all are defined as formal power series of ζ 2 − 1 and have the block structure
The problem of constructing the annihilation operator corresponding to the creation operator t * was discussed in the paper [13] but was not solved completely.
The operator t * (ζ) plays the role of a generating function of the commuting integrals of motion. In a sense it is bosonic. It commutes with all fermionic operators b(ζ), c(ζ) and b * (ζ), c * (ζ) which obey canonical anti-commutation relations
The annihilation operators b and c "kill" the lattice "primary field" q 2αS(0)
The space of states is generated via the multiple action of the creation operators t * (ζ), b * (ζ), c * (ζ) on the "primary field" q 2αS(0) . In this way one can obtain the fermionic basis. The completeness of this basis was proved in the paper [11] .
In the right hand side of equation (2.1) we take the scaling limit of a normalized partition function of the six-vertex model on a cylinder with insertion of a quasi-local operator 6) where the operators b * ∞,j are defined through 4 a singular part when ζ → 0 and b * reg is a regular one
for some operator X of the spin s − 1, s > 0 where ζ −α b * reg (ζ)(X) vanishes at zero. The monodromy matrix T S,M is defined via the universal R-matrix of U q ( sl 2 ) on the tensor product of two evaluation representations where the first one H S corresponds to the infinite lattice direction and the second one H M corresponds to the Matsubara direction
with the standard L-operator of the six vertex model
4 Actually, later we discuss the Fateev-Dotsenko condition (2.13) fulfilled for the case κ ′ = κ. In this case the parameters α and s are constrained. We will be mostly interested in the case when 0 < α < 2. Then we need s < 0 and another definition of the functional (2.6) is necessary. It can be done through the replacement of operators b * ∞,j by c * ∞,j . This choice was taken in [15] with identification of the notation there c * screen,−j = c 6 H. Boos
The "screening operator" Y (−s) M carries spin −s. As was discussed in [4] , the functional (2.6) does not depend on the concrete choice of the screening operator under rather mild conditions. Due to common wisdom, in case of an infinite lattice, one can change boundary conditions and, instead of taking the traces in the right hand side of (2.6), insert two one-dimensional projectors |κ κ| and |κ + α − s, s κ + α − s, s| at the boundary, where |κ is eigenvector of the transfer matrix T M (ζ, κ) = Tr j T j,M q κσ 3 j with maximal eigenvalue T (ζ, κ) in the zero spin sector and where the eigenvector |κ + α − s, s corresponds to the maximal eigenvalue T (ζ, κ + α − s, s) of the transfer matrix T M (ζ, κ + α − s) in the sector with spin s. The twist parameter κ plays the role of the magnetic field. So, we can perform the following substitution
which does not affect the answer for the case of infinite lattice if
The theorem proved by Jimbo, Miwa and Smirnov [3] claims 5 that
where the contour Γ goes around all the singularities of the integrand except ξ 2 = ζ 2 . The direct consequence of the above theorem and the anti-commutation relations (2.5) is the determinant formula
The functions ρ and ω are completely defined by the Matsubara data. The function ρ is the ratio of two eigenvalues of the transfer matrix
We will come to the definition of the function ω in Section 4 in more general case of presence of the excited states. The scaling limit in the Matsubara direction means 10) where the radius of the cylinder R is fixed. Simultaneously one should rescale the spectral parameter
with some fine-tuning constant C. One of the most important points of [4] was to define the scaling limits of ρ and ω
where κ ′ is defined through an analogue of the Dotsenko-Fateev condition [16] 
The continuum limit can be taken in both directions of the cylinder.
The first conjecture proposed in [4] was that the creation operators are well-defined in the scaling limit for the space direction when ja = x is finite
and for the "primary field"
The next conjecture based on the bosonisation arguments was that the scaling limit of the space W α−s,s belongs to the direct product of two Verma modules
and the operators τ * (λ), β * (λ), γ * (λ) act non-trivially only on the first chirality component and do not touch the second one
Using the results of the paper [7] , we get the asymptotic expansion for λ → +∞
Here the integrals of motion I ± 2j−1 are the same as in (2.3). They correspond to the "right" and the "left" vacuum and depend on κ and κ ′ respectively:
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We can identify
For the function ω sc we have
The scaling limit of (2.8) is proportional to
If we substitute the expansion (2.14) into the left hand side of (2.17) and the expansions (2.15), (2.16) into the right hand side of (2.17) we can compare the coefficients standing with powers of the spectral parameters and express the functional Z κ,κ ′ R of any monomial constructed from the modes τ * 2j−1 , β * 2j−1 , γ * 2j−1 through the integrals of motion I 2n−1 , coefficients C n and ω i,j . In [4] we argued that the eigenvalue T (ζ, κ + α − s, s) in the scaling limit (2.10) becomes equal to T (ζ, κ ′ ). This means that, if we choose α and the spin s in such a way that κ ′ = κ, then using (2.9) and (2.12), we get ρ sc (λ|κ, κ ′ ) = 1. This is an important technical point. In this case we were able to apply the Wiener-Hopf technique and obtain the coefficients ω i,j as power series in κ −1 where κ → ∞.
On the other hand, one can evaluate the left hand side of (2.1) using the operator product expansion (OPE). In order to compare with the result obtained by the above lattice method, one needs to identify the parameters κ, κ ′ , α with the CFT data. In fact, we already identified α by taking the formula (2.2) for the dimension ∆ α of the primary field φ α . The next step was to take ∆ + = ∆ κ+1 and ∆ − = ∆ −κ ′ +1 .
The most important conjecture of [4] was that for the CFT with central charge c = 1 − 6
it is always possible to find one-to-one correspondence between a polynomial P α ({l −k }) in the left hand side of (2.1) and certain combinations of β * 2j−1 and γ * 2j−1 . It is convenient to introduce
where
together with even and odd bilinear combinations
The Verma module has a basis consisting of the vectors (2.4). Conjecturally the same space is spanned by:
the descendants of the form (2.4) and those created by the fermions of the form (2.20) must be finite linear combinations of each other if the corresponding levels coincide
2(mk +nk − 1).
As was discussed above, one can choose the parameters α and s in such a way that κ ′ = κ and ∆ + = ∆ − . With this choice we factor out the integrals of motion. The quotient space of the Verma module modulo the action of the integrals of motion is spanned by the vectors of the form
All coefficients of the polynomial P α ({l −k }) are independent of κ. We were able to identify the above basis vectors up to the level 6. The system of equations is overdetermined but nevertheless it has a solution:
where for simplicity we took ∆ ≡ ∆ α . We hope it will not cause some confusion by mixing this ∆ with the anisotropy parameter of the XXZ model. In the above formula (2.21) we imply only a weak equivalence " ∼ =" between the left hand side and the right hand side. The sign ∼ = means that the left and right hand sides being substituted into the corresponding expectation value give the same result by acting on Φ α (0) and φ α (0) respectively. In other words A ∼ = B if and only if (2.17) . In the next sections we will generalize the scheme of [4] to the case of excited states.
TBA for excited states
In fact, the Jimbo, Miwa, Smirnov theorem (2.7) is valid not only for eigenvectors |κ , |κ+α−s, s associated with maximal eigenvalues in the corresponding sectors, but also for eigenvectors corresponding to excited states. Here we consider only special excited states, namely, the socalled particle-hole excitations [17] . Some motivation for this is as follows. In [7] Bazhanov, Lukyanov and Zamolodchikov formulated several assumptions about the analytical properties of the eigenvalues of the Q-operator with respect to the square of the spectral parameter ζ 2 , in particular, that its zeroes in the complex ζ 2 -plane are either real or occur in complex conjugated pairs, that an infinite number of zeroes are real and positive and that there may be only a finite number of complex or real negative zeroes. An important assumption is that the real zeroes accumulate towards +∞ in the variable ζ 2 . Further, in [18] the authors proposed a conjecture that for the asymptotic analysis, when the parameter κ becomes large, only real positive zeroes corresponding either to the vacuum or to the excited states are important. The question why real negative zeroes or complex zeroes are not important for the asymptotic analysis seems hard. Usually one uses experience coming from the numerical study and also the arguments based on the analysis of a small vicinity of the free-fermion point ν = 1/2. Counting arguments play important role here as well. But we do not know any rigorous proof of this statement. Any further discussion of this subtle question would lead us beyond the scope of this paper.
Let us start with the case of a lattice with an even finite number of sites n in the Matsubara direction. The Bethe ansatz equations (BAE) are usually deduced from the Baxter's TQ-relation [9] for the eigenvalues T (ζ, κ, s), Q(ζ, κ, s) of the transfer matrix T M (ζ, κ) and the
with polynomial dependence of the functions T and A on the spectral parameter ζ in every spin sector s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n 2 and
In the TBA approach one introduces auxiliary function
where m j are pairwise non-coinciding odd integers. The ground state corresponds to s = 0 and the choice m j = 2j − 1. The following picture describes this situation
where the black circles correspond to "particles" and have positive odd coordinates m j while the white circles correspond to "holes" and have negative coordinates. The particle-hole excitations can be got when some of "particles" are moved to positions with negative coordinates. Let us denote I (+,k) an ordered subset of positive coordinates I
≤ n which correspond to the positions of created holes and I (−,k) correspond to negative coordinates of the moved particles 6 
We will denote the corresponding vector and co-vector |κ; I (+,k) , I (−,k) and κ; I (+,k) , I (−,k) |. Let ξ − r , r = 1, . . . , k be the Bethe roots corresponding to the particles moved into the positions with negative coordinates −I (−,k) r and ξ + r correspond to the holes with positive positions I (+,k) r . Following the papers [5, 7, 19, 20] , we can rewrite the BAE (3.1) in form of the non-linear integral equation
where the contour γ (s,k) goes around all the Bethe roots ξ j including the moved ones ξ jr = ξ − r in the clockwise direction and the kernel
For the case of the ground state s = 0, k = 0 we have γ (0,0) = γ with the contour γ used in Section 3 of [4] . Let us for simplicity stay with the case s = 0. One can rewrite (3.3) replacing the contour γ (0,k) by γ and taking into account the contribution of the residues from the moved Bethe roots ξ − r and holes ξ + r . There are also other equations coming from (3.2). Altogether we have the following set of equations log a(ζ,
where g(ζ) = log 1−q 2 ζ 2 1−q −2 ζ 2 . Now we can consider the scaling limit and generalize the analysis of Section 10 of [4] . Let us start with a small remark. So far, we considered only particles which "jump" to the left. In principle, for the case of finite n we should also consider particles which "jump" to the right. But in the scaling limit when n → ∞ it is implied that the right tail of the Bethe ansatz phases in the ground state is infinite. So, the jumps to the right are irrelevant in the scaling limit. Therefore we will not discuss them here. Let us introduce the functions
and taking into account that for 1/2 < ν < 1 the ratio a(ζ)/d(ζ) → 1 in the scaling limit with ζ related to λ as in (2.11), we get the scaling limit of the auxiliary function a as
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We would like to study the asymptotic behavior of a sc for λ 2 → ∞ and κ → ∞ in such a way that the variable
is kept fixed with
Then the function
satisfies the equation
where ǫ is a small positive number and
With a slight abuse of notation we will write
Introducing the resolvent R(t, u)
and
one can rewrite the equation (3.6) as follows
where t ± r depend on κ and can be defined from the equations
and F 0 is the same as in [4] . It satisfies the integral equation
where as in (3.7), the contraction is defined on the interval [1, ∞)
It follows from the WKB technique [7] that the asymptotic behavior at t → ∞
Then the equation (3.10) can be uniquely solved by the Wiener-Hopf factorization technique
and the function
iδk with δ defined in (3.5) satisfies factorization condition
whereK stands for the Mellin transform of the kernel K
Below we also use the asymptotic expansion of
For example, the two leading terms look
The same method leads to
One can solve the equation (3.8) iteratively using the asymptotic expansion
An important difference of this expansion with the formula (10.3) of [4] is that here also even degrees of κ may appear. Since
we can get the following equation by differentiating (3.7)
and then using (3.13)
where we used the regularization m + i0 in such a way that G(t, u) → 0 for u → ∞ but in fact, this does not matter because G(t, u) enters into the equation (3.8) only through the difference
One introduces the function Ψ(l, κ) which has an asymptotic expansion
related to the function F (t, κ) via
It is convenient to introduce
where f is defined in (3.11) and consider the asymptotic expansion with respect to p instead of κ. Using (3.15), one can rewrite (3.6) in the following equivalent form 16) where ǫ is a small positive number and by definition
where res h is the coefficient at h −1 in the expansion at h = ∞. Taking
we obtain the Taylor series at x = 0
As the asymptotic series with respect to p at p → ∞, it starts with p −1 . The 2k parameters t ± r participating in (3.9) and (3.16) are functions of κ or equivalently of p. We take them in the following form
Then we get from (3.16)
Here {f (x,
The parameters x ± r (p) are to be determined from the condition
So, we come to the iterative scheme which allows us to compute F (p) (t, p) to any order of p −1 .
One can see that the following expansions are consistent with the above equations: and in agreement with (3.14)
Let us explain the very first iteration step. We first compute H 0 in the expansion (3.24) using (3.20) , the formula
and the fact that only the term with n = 0 in the sum at the right hand side of (3.20) contributes becauseF is of order p −1 . So, we easily come to the result
Then we substitute it into (3.19) and calculate the leading order of the functionĜ taking into account the condition (3.22). As a result we obtain a few leading orders of Ψ (p) :
This we substitute into the formula (3.17) and getF 0 from (3.23)
where S 1 is given by (3.12). Then we take the equation (3.21) up to the order p −1 and easily solve it
One can do the second iteration by repeating this procedure. In Appendices A and B we show the result of such a calculation for few next orders with respect to p −1 .
The function ω sc
Also we need to generalize the expressions (11.5), (11.6) of [4] for the function ω sc to the case of excited states. Still we take the condition κ = κ ′ for which we can choose the excited state for the spin 0 sector and for the sector with spin s in such a way that ρ(λ|κ, κ ′ ) = 1. The reasoning here is quite similar to that one described in Section 4 of [4] . Actually, one can start with the similar expression to (11.1) of [4] but with a generalized dressed resolvent R dress
where the principal value is taken for the pole µ 2 = 1. The contraction ⋆ k means
with the contourγ (0,k) which corresponds to γ (0,k) from the equation (3.3) but taken for variable λ 2 instead of ζ 2 = λ 2ā2ν . We remind the reader that the contour γ (0,k) was taken around all the Bethe roots in the clockwise direction in case of the excited state with k particles and k holes for the zero spin sector.
The resolvent R dress fulfills the integral equation
Applying a similar trick which we used to derive (3.4), namely, deforming the contour γ (0,k) →γ (0,0) and taking into account additional terms coming from the residues corresponding to particles and holes, we can obtain
3)
where as in [4] , we introduced the "undressed" resolvent R(t, u, α) which satisfies the equation
with the kernel
corresponding to the above kernel K α,0 . The solution of (4.4) again can be got by the WienerHopf factorization technique
with the Mellin-transform
corresponding to the kernel K 0 (t, α) and
We assume that 0 < α < 2.
Now we take the ansatz for R dress (t, u)
with the asymptotic expansion 8 at p → ∞
and substitute it into the equation (4.3). As a result we get the equation which allows us to calculate all Θ n by iterations
where the odd part {f (x,
Performing iterations implies that enough many orders in the expansion ofF (x, p) and x ± (p) with respect to p −1 were obtained by means of the iteration scheme described in the previous section. For a few leading terms in the expansion for Θ(l, m|p, α) we get
where ∆ α is given by (2.2). Some other terms of this expansion will be shown in Appendix C for the case k = 1. One can derive relation like (11.5) of [4] using the form (4.1), integral equations (4.2), (4.3) for the dressed resolvent R dress and the ansatz (4.5)
where we returned to the variables λ, µ and
The asymptotic expansion at λ, µ → ∞ can be obtained by computing the residues of the functionsS(l, α) andS(m, 2 − α)
The relations (4.8)-(4.11) look the same as (11.5)-(11.7) of [4] . However there is an important difference. It was pointed out in [4] that the expansion coefficients Θ n i(2r−1)
p, α satisfy the so-called vanishing property i.e. for given r and s they vanish starting from 2n = r+s. It is equivalent to the fact that the function Θ is proportional to a polynomial with respect to p. This is true only for the case of ground state k = 0 and also for the case k = 1 with I (+,1) = I (−,1) = 1. For both cases all the coefficients Θ n with odd n vanish. We will see that in both cases the space of the CFT-descendants is one-dimensional.
Relation to the CFT
Here we would like to study generalization of the relation (2.1) between the lattice six vertex model and the CFT to the case of excited states. As discussed in Section 2, for the case of the ground state we inserted at ±∞-points of the cylinder the two primary fields φ ± with dimensions ∆ ± . We also identified ∆ + = ∆ κ+1 , ∆ − = ∆ −κ ′ +1 and ∆ + = ∆ − for the case κ = κ ′ . The corresponding states were denoted |∆ + and ∆ − | respectively. For the six vertex model we introduced in Section 3 the states |κ; I (+,k) , I (−,k) marked by the two ordered sets I (+,k) and I (−,k) of k odd, positive, non-coinciding numbers. In case of the spin s sector we denote such a state |κ, s; I (+,k) , I (−,k) . In the scaling limit we can identify these states with descendants of the primary fields φ ± at level N = 
We normalize
but we do not demand orthogonality of the states with different sets. In other words, the "scalar product" ∆ − ; I (+,k) , I (−,k) |φ α (0)|∆ + ; I ′ (+,k) , I ′ (−,k) is not necessarily zero. So, instead of (2.1) we take
In this relation the polynomial P α {l −j } does not depend on κ and the choice of the excitation i.e. it is independent of k and of the both sets I (±,k) . As was pointed out above, the coefficients of this polynomial are rational functions of the conformal charge c and the conformal dimension ∆ α of the primary field φ α only. If the operator O = β
. On the other hand, the coefficients A n 1 ,...,nm ,Ā n 1 ,...,nm are independent of the choice of the operator O. So, our strategy is to take for a given level M all linear independent operators O represented in terms of the fermionic basis modulo integrals of motion and as many different excitations as necessary in order to fix the corresponding polynomials P α {l −j } and the coefficients 9 A n 1 ,...,nm ,Ā n 1 ,...,nm . All other relations for this level partially determine further coefficients A,Ā and the rest of the equations fulfills automatically. In [4] we were able to fix the polynomials P α {l −j } up to M = 6 using only the ground state data when k = 0. It means that for M ≤ 6 the relation (5.3) fulfills automatically for any excitation i.e. for any k and any two sets I (±,k) . We checked this for the case k Starting with M = 8 the situation changes. We do not have enough equations in order to fix the polynomials P α {l −j } if we restrict ourselves with the case of the ground state. We need additional equations involving excitations. In the next section we will consider in detail the case M = 8.
Before we go further let us make one remark. It is interesting to note that the above fermionic basis operators are marked in exactly the same way as the particle-hole excitations, namely, by two ordered sets of n odd, positive integers I (+,n) = {2i 1 − 1 < · · · < 2i n − 1} and I (−,n) = {2j 1 − 1 < · · · < 2j n − 1}. So, we can denote such an operator
In case we take this operator in the right hand side of (5.3) we will use the following shorthand notation r.h.s. of (5.
Now let us describe in general how we compute both sides of the relation (5.3). We start with the right hand side of (5.3) determined by the lattice data. We pointed out the fact that the theorem by Jimbo, Miwa, Smirnov works for the case of excited states also with the same fermionic operators. Only two transcendental functions ρ and ω are sensible to the changes that happen in the Matsubara direction. It means that we still can apply the Wick theorem and after taking the scaling limit come to the same determinant formula (2.17) but with a new functional determined by the right hand side of (5.3) instead of Z κ,κ ′ R . With our choice of parameters α, s, κ, κ ′ the function ρ sc is still 1 and the function ω sc is now determined through the asymptotic expansion (4.9). So, we come to 5) where the function Ω is defined by (4.11). Now let us proceed to the left hand side of (5.3) which involves the CFT data. For simplicity let us put the radius of the cylinder R = 1. We need to calculate
or picking out some monomial with respect to the local Virasoro generators l −j , we need the following value
In order to compute it we follow the scheme described in Section 6 of [4] . First we define the function
where T (z) is the energy-momentum tensor as a function of the point z on the cylinder with the OPEs
where B 2n are Bernulli numbers. We also need the expansion:
As was discussed above we can use two different expansions for the energy-momentum tensor as well H. Boos
• the "local" expansion in vicinity of z = 0
• the "global" expansion when ℜ(z) → ±∞
The action of the local Virasoro generators l n on a local field O(w) is defined through the contour integral
where C w encircles the point w anticlockwise. The conformal Ward-Takahashi identity allows to determine the function W (z 1 , . . . , z K ) recursively:
Of course, the term containing the difference ∆ + − ∆ − drops for the case ∆ + = ∆ − which is only interesting for us here. In order to calculate the above object (n ′ 1 , . . . , n ′ m ′ ; a 1 , . . . , a d ; n 1 , . . . , n m ) given by (5.6), we proceed in several steps: step 1: take the recursion (5.10) and expand χ(
using the expansion (5.8) for ℜ(z 1 ) → −∞ and then having in mind the expansion (5.9) take there the coefficient at e n ′ 1 z 1 , step 2: repeat this procedure consequently for the variables z 2 , z 3 , . . . , z m ′ taking every time the coefficients at e n ′ 2 z 2 , e n ′ 3 z 3 , . . . , e n ′ m ′ z m ′ , step 3: similarly we proceed with the next m variables z m ′ +1 , . . . , z m ′ +m taking the expansion (5.8) for ℜ(z m ′ +1 ) → ∞, . . . , ℜ(z m ′ +m ) → ∞, further using the recursion (5.10) and picking up coefficients at e −n 1 z m ′ +1 , . . . , e −nmz m ′ +m , step 4: now one can easily compute the limit w → 0 and then apply (5.10) with respect to the variable z m ′ +m+1 , take the local expansion (5. m ′ +m+2 · · · etc. up to the last integral
In this way we can obtain, for example, for the case
where again we used the shorthand notation ∆ ≡ ∆ α . For d = 1, a 1 = 1, N = 2 we get 
The level M = 8
Here we show how the procedure generally described in the previous section works for the case of level M = 8. As was pointed out in Introduction, there are 5 monomials of the local Virasoro generators which generate linear independent descendant states modulo integrals of motion. Let us arrange them as a vector
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As for the fermionic operators (5.4), we also have 5 possibilities for M = 8 which we also take as a vector
where we used the even and odd combinations (2.18). We would like to determine the 5 by 5 transformation matrix U
where the weak equivalence " ∼ =" should be understood in the same way as in the formula (2.21) and all the matrix elements of U depend only on the conformal dimension ∆ ≡ ∆ α and central charge c. In [4] we were not able to uniquely fix this matrix from the consideration of the ground state case N = 0. If we substitute the both sides of (6.1) into (2.1) where the matrix elements of U in every row correspond to the coefficients in the polynomial P α {l −k } and use (5.5) for k = 0 then we get
and Ω (0) j,j ′ denote the functions Ω j,j ′ (p, α) given by (4.11) which are calculated for the ground state case N = 0, k = 0 as was explained in Section 11 of [4] . From the vanishing property follows that all five equations in (6.2) are polynomials with respect to p 2 of degree 4. In all 5 cases one of the equations is fulfilled automatically. It means that every equation leaves an one-parametric freedom. In other words, in every row of U one matrix element is left undetermined.
Therefore in order to fix the matrix U completely we need to involve excitations. Here we restrict ourselves with the case k = 1 and N ≤ 2 only. Let us remind the reader that the descendant level for the excitations N = ). So, for the case N = 1 we have only one possibility I (+,1) = I (−,1) = {1}. As in the ground state case N = 0, the descendant space is one-dimensional because there is only one vector L −1 |∆ + here. When we wrote the paper [4] we thought that considering this excitation would help us to fix the above mentioned freedom. As appeared it is not the case because it does not produce any additional constraints on the transformation matrix U . We leave the checking of this fact as an exercise for the reader.
So, we have to consider the case N = 2. There are two possibilities I (+,1) = {1}, I (−,1) = {3} and I (+,1) = {3}, I (−,1) = {1} that correspond to the two-dimensional descendant space spanned by two vectors L −2 |∆ + and L 2 −1 |∆ + . Now let us consider the states (5.1)
where we use simpler notation for the coefficients A Substituting the above formulae (6.4) here, using the notation (5.6) and the fact that (1, 1; ∅; 2) = (2; ∅; 1, 1), we get
where (2; ∅; 2), (1, 1; ∅; 1, 1), (1, 1; ∅; 2) are given by (5.11). Now we can use the first row of (2.21), the formulae (5.5) and (6.5) in order to obtain   (2; ∅; 2) (1, 1; ∅; 1, 1) (1, 1; ∅; 2) (2; 1; 2) (1, 1; 1; 1, 1) (1, 1; 1; 2) (2; 2; 2) (1, 1; 2; 1, 1) (1, 1; 2; 2)
Here we denoted Ω (1, 3) j,j ′ the function Ω j,j ′ (p, α) given by the formula (4.11) where
is determined by the equation (4.7) with k = 1 and I (+,1) = {1}, I (−,1) = {3} while d α is taken from (2.19) . The matrix elements of the second and the third row in the left hand side of (6.6) are given by (5.12) and (5.13) respectively. The matrix equation (6.6) can be solved with respect to A and B by inverting the 3 by 3 matrix. These equations are overdetermined. The first two of them give A 2 , B 2 and we can check that the last equation which gives 2AB is fulfilled automatically. In a similar way one can get the coefficients C and D from the equation which can be obtained from (6.6) by changing A → C, B → D and Ω
j,j ′ where Ω (3, 1) j,j ′ is defined through the equations (4.11) and (4.7) with I (+,1) = {3}, I (−,1) = {1}.
The result for few leading orders with respect to p looks as follows
The coefficients C and D can be got from A and B respectively through the substitution of p by −p.
As in the N = 0 case described above, one can substitute (6.1) into (5.3) and use (5.5) in order to get 8) where V (1, 3) can be obtained from V (0) given by (6.3) via the substitution Ω
Both sides of the equation (6.8) can be represented as a power series with respect to p −1 starting with p 0 . Then one can equate coefficients standing at powers p −j and get as many equations as necessary. It turned out that all the equations obtained by taking coefficients at p 0 up to p −8 fulfill automatically. The unknown matrix elements of the transformation matrix U are fixed only in the order p −9 . All equations which stem from further orders with respect to p −1 should be fulfilled automatically. Unfortunately, so far we could not prove it or even check any further equations because of complexity of calculations in the intermediate stage. We hope to do it in future. We checked that if one substitutes A → C, B → D in the left hand side of the equation (6.8) and Ω The numerator of (6.12) is proportional to the following product
It would be interesting to understand the meaning of the degeneration points like ν = 2, ν = 3, ν = 4, ν = 2/3, ν = 3/4 and α = 1/ν, α = 2/ν, α = −(1 − ν)/ν etc. where the determinant det U = 0.
Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that the method developed in [4] works for excited states as well.
As we saw with the example of the descendant level M = 8, it is not possible to completely determine the transformation matrix between the usual basis constructed through the action of Virasoro generators on the primary field and the fermionic basis constructed in [1, 2] without involving excitations. On the other hand the matrix elements of the transformation matrix should not depend on the fact which excitation is taken. This should provide an interesting compatibility condition on the structure of the three-point functions both from the point of view of the CFT and the lattice XXZ model we started with. In this paper we were able to treat only the case of excitations corresponding to the descendant level N ≤ 2. It would be interesting to check the above mentioned compatibility for the case of other excitations with N > 2 and for the higher descendants M > 8 as well. Of course, it is very important to find H. Boos a general proof of the compatibility condition. We think it is also interesting to study singular points of the transformation matrix mentioned in the end of the previous section. This may shed new light on the structure of the Virasoro algebra, Verma modules and singular vectors. One more important generalization of the results obtained here, which is still out of our reach, would be to treat the case of general values α, κ, κ ′ and also the case of different excitations inserted at +∞ and −∞ on the cylinder. In both cases the function ρ is not 1 and we would have to generalize the whole Wiener-Hopf factorization technique. We hope to return to these questions in future publications.
A The function Φ 
, 
One can check that the Ψ-function in the ground state case is reproduced if one takes m 0 = m 1 = 0. There is a connection of the function Ψ with the integrals of motion described in [7] . In the ground state case this connection was given by the formula (10.17) of [4] :
In the case of excitations the integrals of motion are given by matrices. Let us consider the first three integrals of motion I 1 , I 3 , I 5 . Their explicit expressions via the Virasoro generators can be found in [6] . Again let us consider an example of the excitations with N = 2 and k = 1 with two possibilities I (+,1) = {1}, I (−,1) = {3} and I (+,1) = {3}, I (−,1) = {1} which correspond to the two-dimensional descendant space spanned by two vectors L −2 |∆ + and L 2 −1 |∆ + or their linear combinations |∆ + ; {1}, {3} , |∆ + ; {3}, {1} given by the formula (6.4).
Let us start with the simplest case of the very first integral of motion I 1 given by the formula (11) of the paper [6] :
This operator is diagonal for the above two-dimensional space
We can easily check that we get exactly the same result if we substitute the expansion (3.26) with the coefficients given by (A.1) for l = i/(2ν) and m 0 = 1, m 1 = 3 or m 0 = 3, m 1 = 1 into the formula (A.2) with n = 1. We see that in this case all Ψ The next case of I 3 is a bit less trivial since I 3 is not diagonal any longer. Following [6] , we have
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We see that only the first term here is not diagonal. Using the Virasoro algebra, one can check that
We can diagonalize the matrix
with the eigenvalues into the formula (A.2) with n = 2. In contrast to the case of the first integral of motion I 1 , the series expansion (A.4) does not terminate because of the square root in the expression (A.3) for the eigenvalues λ ± . Also we get both even and odd powers with respect to p in contrast to the case N = 0 corresponding to the ground state.
The next case can be treated similarly. First we take I 5 from [6] Again this result perfectly matches the expansion of (A.2) for n = 3 with Ψ (p) (5i/(2ν), p) taken for m 0 = 3, m 1 = 1 in case of I In Section 3 we discussed several functions defined within the TBA approach. In the previous appendix we showed few orders of the function Ψ (p) (l, p). We also need the functionsF (x, p) and x ± r (p). As was described in Section 3, the asymptotic expansions of these functions and the function Ψ (p) (l, p) are calculated order by order with respect to 1/p via the iterative procedure. There we explained how does the very first iteration work. Once the function Ψ (p) (l, p) is found up to some order, the next order of the functionF (x, p) can be obtained via the equation (3.17) . The coefficients of (3.18) are determined from the equation (3.21). The further iteration steps are straightforward but the answer becomes rather cumbersome already after several iterations. For the reader who wants to check his own calculations we show few orders of the expansions (3.23) and (3.18) in the case k = 1. We do not think it would be instructive to show further orders. As in the previous appendix we use the shorthand notation m 0 ≡ I 
